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StarNow has joined forces with Hollywood Immersive to unleash a brand new competition, and is calling for talented vocalists from around the globe
to apply.

The winner will fly to Hollywood to take part in the world famous Music Immersive program and rub shoulders with the best in the biz!

This new competition makes the most of StarNow’s hugely popular competitions platform. Last year, StarNow ran Hollywood Immersive and sent
StarNow member Judah Simard on a life-changing journey to LA.

Entries are now open for StarNow Music Immersive. This is someone’s chance to shine on the world stage!

How it works:

1. Aspiring vocalists can upload their audition videos here: www.starnow.com/musicimmersive

2. From 13 July (PST), anyone will be able to visit StarNow to watch, vote, and comment on the videos.

3. On 26 July (PST), the 25 videos with the most votes will go through to the final round, along with 10 “Wild Card” auditions as chosen by StarNow
and Hollywood Immersive.

4. Our amazing panel of industry judges will give feedback on the videos and pick a winner. The judges are: legendary songwriter/producer Desmond
Child, internationally-recognised performance coach Steven Memel, industry mogul Michael Laskow, Hollywood Immersive founder Lilly Dawson, and
StarNow’s Head of Markets, Jessica Manins.

The lucky winner will be announced on 2 August (PST). Get ready to watch someone take centre stage!

Web link: www.starnow.com/musicimmersive
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About StarNow

StarNow (www.starnow.com) is the leading castings website for models, actors, musicians, and dancers. With over 2.3 million members worldwide,
StarNow is building the biggest talent community on Earth.

About Lilly Dawson and Hollywood Immersive Lilly Dawson is the founder and director of the exclusive entertainment program Hollywood Immersive,
which trains, connects, and inspires performers. After focusing solely on actors for the first two years, Lilly has now expanded the Immersive brand to
include singers and hosts.
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